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Oak tag paper roll

Pattern Making Supplies Material Concepts' paper samples provide optimal performance for stitching product manufacturing applications. Since product production stitching begins with the model, this important step requires high quality sample paper to start the process with excellence. Another name for sample paper is oak card or oaktag. Material
Concepts sample papers: Made from neatly cut and folded high-quality stock products There are sharp, smooth Flat Edges That easily accept inscriptions from any source Available in sheets and reels for convenience material concepts products that make it easy for customers to turn new style trend concepts into designs that can be sold each season.
Material Concepts brings Manila, Greenback, Superior-White®, and Tyvek® Pattern Papers. Manila Pattern Paper Material Concepts' proven field of manila paper samples is known for consistent and reliable performance in garment manufacturing and other applications. It lies flat and easily accepts the tick. Manila materials' concept paper comes in rolls and
sheets for customer convenience, in standard and custom sizes, in large and small quantities. Manila Rolls 3X 2X 1X Thickness .013 .011 .007 Roll width 40, 54 40, 48, 60 48 Manila Sheets Size Thickness Sheets/ Bundles 40 x 65 3X, .013 50 Greenback Pattern Paper With white on one side and green on the other, it is easy to identify face-up and face-
down, top and bottom, left and right. Greenback paper is high quality and easy to use. It comes in rolls and plates, standard and custom sizes, large and small quantities. Thick Size Sheets/Bundles 36 Wide 2X, .011 175′ 48 Wide 2X, .011 175′, 400′ 60 Wide 2X, .011 175′ Superior-White® Bright White Pattern Paper This sample paper provides great contrast
for applications for which this is important. Its smooth, hard finish is great for any tick. The material concept provides superior-white® paper samples in rolls only. Roll size diameter thickness 48 x 750' 12 2X, .011 150 lbs. Green Paper Roll This is our thickest sample paper, with green on both sides. Great for general layout applications when thickness is
needed. Call us to choose custom colors &amp; sizes. Roll Thickness Size Lengths 40 - 80 3X, .030 230′ Oak Tag and other sample material concepts offer a variety of other model papers, including shoe sample boards. These materials are sometimes called oak cards, oaktags, or oak card paper. Contact us for details. Material Concept - Sample Paper/Oak
Tag Material Concept Supplier is a leading supplier and distributor of paper samples, rolls, and oak cards because: Quick customer service to turnaround standard product quality and custom size I am a member of PatternReview.com. If you know about it, you want to check it out. Members write reviews of models and sewing machines. Sometimes there are
interesting contests, it's a great place to buy all the brands of templates and, if you choose, a daily email sent with updates of all this along with a panel discussion. I look at it daily. And yesterday someone wrote with questions about where to buy Oak Tag to model. There seems to be a lot of confusion about what it really is. So I think I'll talk about a variety of
paper used to make samples and why. Oak Tag is also known as Tag Board or Manila. It's similar to the paper used to create a manila folder, but the weight is a little lighter. It's not like poster boards. In the professional sample room it is used to make ramps or any other model that will be used again and again. As it is too thick to pin through, an Oak Tag
model must be held down with weight and then tracing around. When tracing fabrics, you probably won't use Sharpie! Pencils or cloth markings are good choices, depending. These models are almost always stored on a rack... as pictured above ... by punching a big hole near a corner... and use one of these hanger. Heavy Kraft paper is sometimes used in
place of Oak Tag. This is what we use on professional costume shops I've been working in New York. With either Oak Tag or Kraft paper a notcher is really needed. The above models are a good example of all the grooves where used. Note that the above model does not have seam subsidies. Couture and a lot of professional costumes are made using
patterns like this. Tracing the pattern onto the fabric for the correct stitching. The seam surcharge needs to be added after tracing and then the piece is cut out. These are the tools needed to work with Oak Tag. You can only get a notcher. But, also a tracing wheel with sharp legs to puncture is good to take as well as an awl punch and hole. This is Dot Paper,
used when working on a design. Many people prefer a one inch grid made by all these numbers and pass. This paper is opaque but thin enough to see through, which can make the model do faster, if you can put another bottom piece to see if the seam fits, for example. If the design will only be done a few times this paper is perfect. It is a fate designed for
mass production it will be transferred to Oak Tag for tracing up paper placed on stacked fabric then cut with saws. OR perhaps there are even newer ways I don't even know about. I use poster paper or light drawing paper for most of the drafts I do. It's similar to the weight of Dot Paper, but cheaper and actually I don't like all those dots. You don't need them if
you have a good L-Square ruler. Here I am about 15 years ago, tracing my working patterns into large sheets that will be sent to All the paper you see is poster paper, 36 wide. I do it exactly as I do today. My latest discovery (3 years ago) is a medical certificate... things you sit in the doctor's office. It's almost exactly the same as the tissue paper samples
printed on, just hard enough to make writing on it quite easy. I use it when I do it again or change a model for myself because it is super easy to work with, fold down small for storage and is really cheap, especially if you buy a box of 12 reels. $9 for a roll... Be sure to get this kind of smoothness. $41 for a dozen... Go in with some friends and save money. I
started using it because of the stereotypical classes I was teaching recently. This image shows a sheet of medical paper placed on a printout on a 50% size model I use in my classes. Great stuff. Now I know there are other things people use to make templates... Sweden tracing paper and other sewing materials. But I don't use them, so don't feel I should
comment. Please let me know if you use any of these things and what you think of them. Having rolls of paper around can be useful for other things, too. I use Oak Tag to cover my cutting table. (See photos at the top of my blog page) The kind I get is manilla on one side and light green on the other. This shot was taken one day when I flipped it over for a
clean surface. The costume shop I worked in was heavy Kraft paper used to cover their cutting tables. This type of tool lasts a long time, but is cheap enough to toss out and replace all so often. And that medical certificate is good for many things! I crushed it up for packaging material and cut nice sheets even to use inside the gift box. No one will ever know.
eBay item number:143610667457 The seller is responsible for this list. Last Updated Nov 20, 2020 15:47:45 PST View all eBay versions item No.:143655496996 Sellers are responsible for this list. Last Updated Oct 12, 2020 9:30:26 PDT View all Versions Condition: New: A completely new, unused, unused, non-damaged (including craft items). See the
seller's list for full details. See all condition definitions- open in a new window or tab ... Learn more about Category Conditions: Costumes &amp; Fashion Width: Up to 45'' Length/Amount: Paper Sample (Manila) 48 X 10 Yards Square Size: Paper Sample (Manila) 48 X 10 Yards Material: Paper Sample (Manila) 48 X 10 Yards Unit For Sale: Roll 30 Our Price:
$31.18 This combination of options is not available. Try another one. Can someone please tell me what oaktag is? I must have heard of it at the same time because the name doesn't sound completely new, but without a clue what it is or where to find it, or if there is a suitable alternative. I'm trying to make my son a neck tie to fit a suit, and model calls for
oaktag oaktag used (I think) as a hit tutorial. Any suggestions? Thank you, Cherie Cherie.
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